
Insights

Maintaining
Consistency: The Key
to Success for Your
Restaurant Brand
Learn more about how to maintain
consistency across all restaurant

chains of your brand and help build
loyalty among customers.

Learn more

Case study with Vapiano
Read more about   how MENU supports the
digitalization of customer experiences for the fast-

growing Italian restaurant chain that has love for food
at its heart.

Learn more

Restaurant Dive: Managing external
ordering - Smooth operations with all-in-
one technology
Find out more about all-in-one technology that

manages and syncs all your native and external

ordering channels into one smoothly operating

platform. 
Learn more

Product corner

Launched

Guest Checkout
Optimization
Give your Clients flexibility and ease
when they pay online with this

optimized feature. And since their data
stays saved - you can increase the

number of orders by making it easier
to re-order next time!

 

Force Mobile App Update
Let your Customers get the most from your Brand - force update of their Mobile

Apps, so that everything is fully compatible with MENU Ecosystem!
 

Mobile App : Menu Single Page Store Layout
Life isn’t one-dimensional. Nor is food. And neither is your business. Give your

Customers a fast, clear and seamless ordering experience with a Single Page Store
Layout! They will see more, but it will be easier for them to navigate.

 

Marketing Website: Under Construction
Make change to your online content without disrupting the experience of your
Customers - just put your Marketing Website in Under Construction state and carry

on.
 

New integrations 

Computop
 (Kiosk: Payment - Global)

Deliveroo
 (Delivery - Western Europe, UAE,

Kuwait, and Australia)

Doordash
 (DSP - USA, Canada, Japan,

Australia)

PedidosYa
 (DSP - LATAM)

Coming soon

Activity logs
The Activity Logs feature tracks changes made by users in the Management Center
to easily understand which changes were made, who made them and when they

were made.

Order ready screen
Use your existing POS-provided Order Ready Screen to notify Mobile or Web
customers when their order is ready.

Loyalty points for cash orders

Award your customers with loyalty points when they use cash to pay for their

orders.

Foodspot subsidies

Foodspot orders can now have a company subsidy applied in addition to a

restaurant discount. Enable your business customers to subsidize their employee's
Foodspot orders.
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